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Abstract. With the increasing possibilities for interaction between In-
ternet users exceeding pure communication, in multilateral security the
research question arises to rethink and extend classical security require-
ments. Reputation systems are a possible solution to assist new security
requirements. But naturally also reputation systems have to be designed
in a multilateral secure way. In this paper we discuss both multilateral
security by and in reputation systems. An overview on the possibilities
how such systems could be realised is given.

1 Introduction

The Internet offers its users numerous possibilities to interact with each other.
Interactions cover various fields of interest for many people, e.g. trades via mar-
ketplaces like eBay1 or online games like Second Life2.

For interactions security requirements and trust issues are important. An
interaction partner first wants to know what to expect from others and then
wants to trust in the fulfilment of his expectations. Usually only users who
fulfil these expectations are seen as trustworthy in the future. Social scientists
and theoretical economists model the problem whether two interaction partners
should place trust in each other as a so-called trust game [4, 9].

On the Internet users often only interact once with each other. To help new
interaction partners to estimate the others’ behaviour reputation systems have
been designed and established to collect the experiences former interaction part-
ners made [20]. A very-popular example of a reputation system is implemented
by eBay. As marketplace eBay offers its members the possibility to sell and
buy arbitrary objects. The exchange of object and money usually is done by
bank transfer and conventional mail. Many of these exchanges are successful,
but unfortunately some are not. For this reason a reputation system collects
the experiences sellers and buyers make. After every exchange they may give
comments or/and marks to each other that are added to the members’ public
reputations (usually together with the annotator and the exchange considered
as context information).

Currently the vision arises to establish stand-alone reputation systems that
collect information from various interactions and in various contexts and also
1 http://www.ebay.com/ (last visited Jan. 09)
2 http://www.secondlife.com/ (last visited Jan. 09)



to make reputation information in different systems interoperable [13]. For the
latter there is already an OASIS group3 established.

For the collection of large reputation profiles for Internet users privacy be-
comes an important issue. Reputation systems often collect information about
who interacted with whom in which context. Such information should be pro-
tected by means of technical data protection to ensure users’ right of informa-
tional self-determination [16].

Privacy-enhancing user-controlled identity management [8, 7] like PRIME4

assists users platform-independent in controlling their personal data in various
applications and selecting pseudonyms appropriately depending on their wish
for pseudonymity and unlinkability of actions.

Reputation needs not be linked to real name but can be assigned to a
pseudonym as well. But the interoperability of a reputation system with a user-
controlled privacy-enhancing identity management needs a privacy-respecting
design of reputation systems while keeping the level of trust provided by the use
of reputations.

In section 2 we give an overview of the security requirements a reputation
system should resp. can help to fulfil for interactions. Based on this analysis
in section 3 we explain how reputation systems can be realised in a multilateral
secure way themselves. Especially we give a categorisation of building blocks able
to fulfill the security requirements in reputation systems. Finally in section 4 we
describe an example for an implementation of a system following the concept of
multilateral security by and in reputation systems.

2 Multilateral security by reputation systems

When interacting with others users necessarily have several security require-
ments. Interactions between interaction partners usually consist of several ac-
tions depending on each other. On the Internet these actions are usually trans-
mitted as distinct messages. For a single message security requirements of its
sender and recipient(s) are well studied. But the dependency of several messages
and the meaning of the messages as actions introduces new security requirements
as we will outline in this section.

2.1 Security requirements for communication

For pure communication security requirements have been studied in [25]. One
should differentiate between the content of the communication and the circum-
stances under which it is made. Clearly, the sender and the recipient are circum-
stances of the communication, however there might be further circumstances
3 http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/tc_home.php?wg_abbrev=orms (last vis-

ited Jan. 09)
4 Privacy and Identity Management for Europe (http://www.prime-project.eu/

(last visited Jan. 09)), funded by the European Union in the 6. Framework Pro-
gram, 2004-2008.



senders and recipients want to protect, e.g., the time of communication or the
location they are in when communicating with each other. Based on this, security
requirements are structured as in Table 1.

```````````threats
protection of

content circumstances

unauthorised access confidentiality anonymity
to information hiding unobservability

unauthorised modification integrity accountability
of information

unauthorised impairment availability reachability
of functionality legal enforceability

Table 1. Security requirements for communication [25]

The requirements are defined as follows:

– Confidentiality ensures the confidentiality of user data when they are trans-
ferred.

– Hiding ensures the confidentiality of the transfer of confidential user data.
– Anonymity ensures that a user can use a resource or service without disclos-

ing his identity.
– Unobservability ensures that a user can use a resource or service without

others being able to observe that the resource or service is being used.
– Integrity ensures that modifications of communicated content (including the

senders name, if one is provided) are detected by the recipient(s).
– Accountability ensures that sender and recipients of information cannot suc-

cessfully deny having sent or received the information.
– Availability ensures that communicated messages are available when the user

wants to use them.
– Reachability ensures that a peer entity (user, machine, etc.) either can or

cannot be contacted depending on user interests.
– Legal enforceability ensures that a user can be held liable to fulfill his legal

responsibilities within a reasonable period of time.

2.2 Fulfilment of semantic security requirements

Interaction partners necessarily have security requirements in common concern-
ing the content of the message transferred. These requirements can be fulfilled
by technical measures only to the extent the interaction partners cooperate and
behave as expected. This means, interaction partners typically have an expecta-
tion regarding the behaviour of the interaction partners that these might fulfil or
not. Fulfilment of expectation might be defined implicitly (e.g., behaviour follows
social norms) or even explicitly (e.g., on the basis of a contractual agreement).
In an interaction system this means:



– Technical confidentiality might become useless for a user if interaction part-
ners redistribute the content of confidential messages.

– Technical integrity might become useless if the one who wrote an message
with integrity gives a false or useless statement by the message.

– Technical availability of an interaction system might become useless for a
user if none is willing to interact.

For this reason the security requirements regarding the content of the message
have to be reformulated in comparison to [25] as already outlined similarly in
[1]:

– Confidentiality does not only address the confidentiality of data transferred
in an action, but also discretion of the interaction partner regarding the data
he received and may forward to third parties.

– Integrity does not only address that modifications of communicated content
(including the senders name if one is provided) are detected by the recipi-
ent(s), but also that the recipient is able to decide on the bona fides of the
action performed by the message, i.e. that he is able to decide on it.

– Availability does not only address that resources are available when the user
wants to use them, but also the willingness of others to interact.

By these definitions security requirements have an explicit part addressing
the technical system and an implicit part addressing the semantic fulfilment of
the requirement by the (possible) interaction partner(s). It is difficult to judge on
the implicit part of security requirements in an objective way. Willingness usually
can be judged on in an objective way because it is easy to see whether users
participate in interactions or not. Bona fides usually are subjective. Breakage of
discretion often might not become known directly.

Although numerous cryptographic primitives and building blocks help to ful-
fil requirements of interactions on the explicit technical level, interaction partners
still have numerous possibilities for misbehaviour regarding the implicit require-
ments. Legal enforceability helps to ensure an interaction partner behaving as
agreed beforehand. But many interactions between individuals might be more
informal, or it might be too expensive to enforce liability.

Reputation systems have been established to collect experiences about users’
behaviour in interactions and thereby they collect the fulfilment of implicit forms
of security requirements. Currently reputation systems (e.g., the one eBay uses)
are mainly used to collect information about users’ bona fides but also informa-
tion on users’ willingness and discretion could be collected.

2.3 Linkability of actions and resulting security requirements

An interaction usually consists of numerous individual but correlated actions.
Correlating actions lead to new security requirements:

The unlinkability of two or more items of interest (e.g., of actions) from
the attackers perspective means that within the system (comprising these and



possibly other items), the attacker cannot sufficiently distinguish whether these
items of interest are related or not [15].

The linkability of actions transmitted by messages has an effect on the se-
curity requirements formulated for single messages. Particularly in terms of
anonymity, the linkability of actions can reveal identities. In the case of pseudo-
nyms, it is at least possible to link actions performed under the same pseudonym.
This is exactly what pseudonyms are used for. With respect to security require-
ments and as security requirement itself, pseudonymity can have various flavors,
e.g., the unlinkability of actions performed under different pseudonyms, and the
unlinkability of the pseudonym to the holder (i.e., holder anonymity) with the
possible exception of specific pre-defined conditions to reveal information about
the holder [15].

Further, the absolute linkability of actions could have positive effects on fulfill-
ing integrity and availability requirements and, therefore, could be desirable [25].
In particular, it allows additional security requirements to be applied to a set of
actions or messages: Authorisability of a pseudonym ensures that a pseudonym
can be authorised to perform a certain action after it has authenticated itself
with another action.

2.4 Multilateral security

In interactions often security requirements are contradicting. Here multilateral
security means providing security for all parties involved, requiring each party
to only minimally trust in the honesty of others [19]:

– Each party has its particular security requirements.
– Each party can formulate its security requirements.
– Conflicts between security requirements can be recognised and compromises

negotiated.
– Each party can enforce its security requirements within the agreed compro-

mise.

2.5 Identity management

Identity management systems (IMS) both try to help users to manage the var-
ious digital identities and the corresponding user accounts they establish with
Internet applications and/or help application providers to manage the users reg-
istered with them. Depending on the application and the situational context a
user is in, he decides which user account to create or to use. Many applications
require users to declare at least some (often reliable, e.g., by external authenti-
cation) personal data when creating a user account. However, users often want
to stay as anonymous as possible as long as it is not necessary to disclose data to
get certain services. The use of a user account and the often corresponding con-
secutive disclosure of personal data (beginning with just surfing through shops
to order certain products) have to be supported by IMS which assist the user in
the explicit (and hopefully also implicit) disclosure of personal data.



This requires privacy-enhancing IMS (PE-IMS) to support and integrate
techniques of multilateral security in order to achieve especially the following
two of the security requirements outlined above [6]:

– Pseudonymity controlled by the user consists of two aspects: Unlinkability
of a user account to its holder (called holder anonymity): Other parties do
not know, which holder the user account is linked to. Unlinkability of user
accounts: Other parties do not know, whether or not different user accounts
are of the same user.

– Accountability of a user controlled by others: A pseudonym can be authen-
ticated in a secure way and, based on this, be authorised to use specific
services. When necessary (e.g., in the sense of legal enforceability), the
holder of the pseudonym can be held liable for actions performed under
this pseudonym.

3 Multilateral security in reputation systems

A reputation network is a social network that links entities (possibly pseudony-
mously) to each other and allows them to interact and exchange information
with each other. On the one hand entities within the reputation network can
learn possible interaction partners’ reputation from former interaction partners
or other entities within the network who observed the possible interaction part-
ner. In social sciences this is called the learning mechanism of the reputation
network [2]. On the other hand entities within the reputation network may con-
trol others in the reputation network by spreading information about the entities’
former interactions. In social sciences this is called the control mechanism of
the reputation network [2].

Both entities and interactions within the reputation network can be repu-
tation objects. Entities and non-completed interactions are dynamic reputation
objects while completed interactions are static reputation objects. Reputation sys-
tems assist reputation networks technically. We assume that they collect explicit
reputation only about members who agreed on collecting it because according to
[3] opinions about a natural person can be seen as personal data the respective
person’s right on informational self-determination should be applied to. For this
reason a reputation system has to assist explicit membership actions regarding
a reputation network resp. system. A person must be able to apply for member-
ship under a certain pseudonym in a reputation network and also must be able
to terminate his membership.

For interactions within the reputation network we assume different interac-
tion systems to be in place (e.g., simple e-mail, file sharing, community systems).

To implement both learning and control mechanism of the reputation network
a reputation system has to offer the following actions to the members:

– Learning mechanism through evaluation of reputation: All members
that influence the reputation of an object by their ratings, additional trusted
third parties, the reputation object itself and possible future interaction



partners might evaluate a reputation’s object following specific rules that
are fixed by the designer of the reputation system. Every evaluator might
receive a different reputation of the reputation object.
The selection of ratings used for the evaluation depends on both the informa-
tion flow of ratings in the reputation network and the trust structure on the
reputation network, i.e. how evaluators trust in ratings from other members.
Those who rate need to be trusted in giving a correct rating which is in line
with their view on a specific interaction.

– Control mechanism through rating: There are two types of members
who can make use of the control mechanism, the interaction partner in the
form of interaction-derived reputation and possible observers in form of ob-
served reputation [17]. The system provides authorised raters with a rating
function that allows them to map reputation objects to ratings. The reputa-
tion system updates the reputation of the reputation object from the ratings
received.

After the creation of reputation it has to be stored somewhere. Reputation
might be stored

– centralised at reputation servers designated for this purpose.
– locally at the device of the user whose pseudonym received the reputation
– distributed at the devices of other users.

The reputation selection for evaluation can be:

– global: This means the information flow within the reputation network is
complete and every evaluator gets the same reputation of a reputation object.

– individual: This means an evaluator only gets a partial view on the reputation
available.

In [24] a simpler categorisation in four classes is made that merges the aspects
of storage and data flow but we found it advisable to separate these aspects.

As outlined above there are five components of a reputation system:

– rating algorithm of a rater,
– reputation algorithm for reputation update,
– propagation of reputation and ratings for reputation selection,
– storage of ratings and reputation, and
– evaluation of a reputation object’s reputation by the reputation eval-

uator.

To find design options for these components one has to consider several security
requirements.

The rating and update of reputation has to follow specific rules fixed by the
system designer. These rules usually depend on the application scenario and
have to fulfil sociological and economic requirements. We abstract here from the
concrete functions to allow a universal design interoperable with various IMS and
various application scenarios. An overview over possible functions is for example
given in [17]. For an economic introduction we refer to [10].



The model of a reputation system interoperable with an interaction system
and a PE-IMS to enable multilateral security for the user is illustrated in Figure
1.
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Fig. 1. System design

When a reputation system interoperates with an PE-IMS it is possible and
intended that entities have several partial identities (pIDs) which cannot be
linked, neither by other entities using the systems nor by the underlying system
(as long as the entity does not permit this). Therefore an entity uses at least
different unlinkable pseudonyms for every system he interacts in resp. with.

If there would exist only one reputation per entity, all pIDs of this entity
would have the same reputation. This would ease the linking of the pIDs of one
entity because of the same reputation value. Thus, having separated reputations
per pID and not only one per entity is a fundamental condition for a reputation
system in the context of identity management.

The use of pIDs brings forward the problem that a malicious entity may rate
himself a lot of times using new self created pID for every rating in order to
improve his own reputation. This kind of attack is also known as Sybil attack
[12]. If the reputation system is not defined carefully it would be easy for such an
attacker to improve the own reputation unwarranted. This can be limited/pre-
vented by entrance fees or the use of once-in-a-lifetime credentials as suggested
in [14].



3.1 Multilateral security

Beneath the security requirements for communication based on the functional
requirements of the learning and control mechanism of the reputation network
new security requirements for reputation systems can be identified:

– Bona fides of ratings and reputation: If it would be possible for all members
of a reputation network to observe an interaction and if all of them would
give the interaction the same rating this rating would have objective bona
fides. But most ratings depend on subjective estimation of the interaction
partners or observers at a certain point in time. As a special action a rating
has subjective bona fides for an observer if it corresponds to his expectation
of the interaction. Accordingly a reputation has subjective bona fides if it is
created by bona fides from ratings done by bona fides.

– Fairness of the underlying game-theoretic trust game: A reputation system
is fair if every authorised entity has the same possibilities for rating an in-
teraction partner. The authorisability in the reputation system has to follow
the control mechanism of the reputation network. Only entities that gave a
leap of faith to interaction partners should be able to rate them.

– Completeness of reputation: Members of a reputation network expect to re-
ceive as much information as possible from interactions performed in the rep-
utation network. This needs the willingness of authorised interaction part-
ners to rate each other and the willingness of all members to distribute
reputation in the reputation network.

– Persistence of reputation objects: To help the control mechanism to be em-
ployed longevity resp. persistence [20] of members as reputation objects has
to be realised resp. the binding of reputation to them. This can be done
pseudonymously.

– Absolute linkability of a user’s membership in a reputation network: To pre-
vent a user from leaving a reputation network with a bad reputation and
re-entering it with a neutral reputation membership actions of the same
user in the same context have to be absolutely linkable.

By actions in the reputation network no other requirements on interactions
should be affected. This needs unlinkability of actions and pseudonyms of the
same user in different interaction systems and the reputation network as well as
providing anonymity to him.

The following building blocks are able to reach a compromise between the
users’ wish for completeness of reputation and the unlinkability and anonymity
of his actions in the sense of multilateral security:

Parallel usage of pseudonyms: Unlinkability of a user’s actions in different
contexts can be reached by context-specific pseudonyms [23]. This enables
users to collect reputation in different contexts separately. Hopefully this
should also increase the objective bona fides of reputation because users usu-
ally behave different in different contexts and also have different expectations
in different contexts.



Convertible credentials between interaction and reputation system:
The rater’s actions in interaction system and reputation system can be un-
linkable. This needs a Third Party to be in place that issues a convertible
credential [5] to an interaction pseudonym that the respective user can con-
vert to his reputation pseudonym and that allows him to give a rating to
an interaction partner specified in the credential. This enables fairness of
the interaction’s trust game. Both pseudonyms are unlinkable to each other
for everyone but himself. Certainly he can only be anonymous in the set of
other users who might be allowed to give a rating to the same pseudonym.

Pseudonym change with reputation transfer: If members want to limit
the pseudonymous profile that can be built for them based on the interac-
tions they were involved in they have to change their pseudonym from time
to time in the form that the old pseudonym gets invalid and a new one with
the same reputation gets valid. The same reputation is needed to ensure per-
sistence of reputation objects and completeness of reputation. According to
[22, 23] this can be realised by convertible credentials. A pseudonym change
with reputation transfer only makes sense if there are enough other users
with the same reputation who also change their pseudonyms. These users
form the anonymity set for the pseudonym change.

Limitation of the rating and reputation set: The size of the anonymity
set possible for a pseudonym change depends also on the reputation set
and the visibility of raters and ratings in a user’s reputation. Both reputa-
tion and rating set should be chosen small enough to enable sufficiently large
anonymity sets.

4 System

To show how the building blocks can be composed to a multilateral secure rep-
utation system in a multilateral secure environment we implemented a system
design as outlined in [18]. We decided to use a centralised implementation of an
interaction system as test bed for interactions between users. In a centralised
system interactions between members take place via a central server where they
are stored and globally available. Thereby a virtual community [21] is created.
To become a member of the community a user has to register with the commu-
nity server by declaring a pseudonym for use within the community. We chose
the web forum software phpBB5 for our implementation.

The reputation system we implemented uses global reputations that are
stored at the users’ device to give him control over personal data including
his reputation. Our design is independent from concrete rating and reputation
algorithms.

We assume all communication to be secured by encryption to reach confiden-
tiality of all ratings and actions performed. All actions and ratings have to be
secured by digital signatures given under a pseudonym for integrity reasons. By
the use of an identity provider accountability of the pseudonym can be given.

5 http://www.phpbb.com/ (last visited Jan. 09)
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Fig. 2. Registration process enabling unlinkability of a user and his pseudonyms

For the identity management a user Alice registers a basic pseudonym with
an identity provider by declaration of her identity data (step 1 in Fig. 2). After
verifying the data the identity provider issues a basic credential (step 2 in Fig. 2).

When Alice wants to register in a reputation network within a certain context
she sends the reputation provider her basic credential (step 3 in Fig. 2). This
guarantees no user is able to build up reputation under multiple pseudonyms
within the same context and every user can be identified in the case of misbe-
haviour. The reputation provider creates a reputation pseudonym based on the
basic pseudonym and sends it back to Alice (step 4 in Fig. 2).

The reputation credential contains the pseudonym and its initial reputation.
The credential is a pseudonymous convertible credential the user can convert
to another pseudonym within the reputation network whenever he wants to
reach unlinkability of actions. The credential also contains an attribute for the
context, a number of attributes for the number of last ratings to be stored and
an attribute for the expiration date.

After the conversion of the reputation credential to a community pseudonym
Alice can register this pseudonym with a community Ch by showing the converted
credential (step 5 in Fig. 2). Thereby she agrees that she will collect reputation
for her interactions in the community with the reputation network she regis-
tered with. Based on this she gets a community credential to her community
pseudonym and becomes a member of the community (step 6 in Fig. 2).

By the use of these distinct pseudonyms, unlinkability of the actions per-
formed under these pseudonyms is given initially. The only exception are Alice’s
reputation pseudonym and community pseudonym because Bob wants to assure
that he actually gave the rating to the pseudonym he interacted with.



4.1 Design

In the following we outline the design of our reputation system.
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After an interaction (step 1 in Fig. 3) between pseudonyms of Alice and
Bob Bob receives a convertible credential from the community that states that
an interaction has been finished and Bob is allowed to rate Alice’s pseudonym
(step 2 in Fig. 3). Bob is able to convert this credential from his community
pseudonym to his reputation pseudonym (step 3 in Fig. 3).

For the rating (step 3 in Fig. 3) Bob sends this credential, Alice’s pseudonym
and the actual rating he wants to give to Alice to the reputation provider who
tests its validity and stores the rating until the update of Alice’s reputation.

After a fixed number k ≥ 1 of ratings have been given to Alice’s pseudonym
its reputation has to be updated by the reputation provider (step 5 in Fig. 3).
We do not fix k = 1 here because according to the game-theoretical analysis in
[11] it might make sense economically not to update a reputation after every
rating but only after k > 1 ratings. This also increases Alice’s unlinkability.

For the update Alice has to send her reputation credential to the reputation
system. This might be either initiated by Alice or by the reputation provider.
The attribute containing the reputation has to be updated in the reputation
credential and the new rating has to be added as attribute to resp. substitute of
one of the existing expired rating attributes. The reputation provider does not
need to know the reputation value. Only the relationship between the old and
the new credential must be guaranteed by the reputation provider. Therefore



in principal the calculation is possible on encrypted values if the reputation
computation algorithm is homomorphic regarding the encryption.

The reputation computation algorithm can be chosen arbitrarily by paying
attention to the fact that users are recognisable by their reputation even if they
use convertible credentials to reach unlinkability of their actions. For this reason
the sets of possible reputations and ratings have to be small enough to reach
large enough anonymity sets. Details about this idea are outlined in [23].

For the update the reputation provider sends the new reputation credential
to Alice (step 6 in Fig. 3). The old reputation credential would still be valid if
it did not contain the attribute for the expiration date.

To increase the unlinkability between different interactions of a user, the
change of pseudonyms with reputation transfer is possible as suggested in [23]
(step 7 in Fig. 3). This is realised by pseudonymous convertible credentials that
allow a user to maintain his reputation but use a new pseudonym without trust-
ing the reputation provider.

A pseudonym change only makes sense when a large number of users with
the same attributes (here the same reputation if no other attributes are known)
changes their pseudonym at the same time to guarantee an appropriate anonymi-
ty set. For this reason the sets of possible rating and reputation values are limited.

If Alice wants to change her pseudonym while a rating has been left at the
reputation provider for her credential, it cannot be guaranteed that the map-
ping between the new pseudonym and the rating could be made. Therefore the
reputation provider has to authorise the pseudonym change indirectly by issuing
credentials with new expiration dates. By this he helps to collect an anonymity
set of users willing to change their pseudonyms.

Before deciding on an interaction with a member of the community Ch Claire
can evaluate pseudonymously its reputation after the member send her the rep-
utation credential (step 8 in Fig. 3).

To augment the availability of the reputation a storage at the reputation
server or the community server should be possible with the chance for the user to
appoint authorisation to other members of the community to see the reputation.

Alice can always leave the community or reputation network. If she then has
a reputation less than the initial reputation her identity should be revealed to
all identity providers cooperating with the respective reputation provider and
community system. They will ban Alice for further registration to guarantee that
she does not get any new basic pseudonyms she could use for a new registration in
the reputation network or a community. This implements the once-in-a-lifetime-
credentials introduced in [14].

4.2 Implementation

phpBB The software phpBB was originally developed as software for forums.
Therefore text-based interactions can be carried out with the help of phpBB. The
framework has a centralised architecture that must be installed on a web server
using PHP as script language. It supports various database schemes (MySQL,
etc.). The user uses the system only with the help of a web-based interface. The



basic phpBB implementation allows users to register with the community, to
start and answer a thread. For a reputation system like ours where users should
be rated based on interactions it is crucial that a mechanism exists, which proves
that the interaction has actually happened and was finalised. Such a mechanism
provides the MOD ”Geocator’s Feedback Ratings MOD”6. Besides it includes a
whole reputation system in an eBay-like style we do not make use of.

Reputation system The credentials and the required functions for handling them
were implemented using the idemix-Framework7, which is written in Java.

The reputation system is independent from the community server but can
be called over links integrated in the phpBB framework. These links lead to
PHP-based websites, offering different functions of the reputation system.

The websites request the users to fill in the necessary specifications like the
reputation credential or the rating value. If the inputs are valid after checking
by the reputation system, the PHP-scripts call a Java program implementing
the respective reputation functions. The programs are either dealing on the cre-
dentials (e.g. the update function) or on one of the databases also implemented
by the idemix framework (e.g. the rating function, where the rating remains in
the database till the reputation object updates his reputation credential). Also
the published reputation is in one of these databases. Functions to remove one’s
reputation and to search for other members’ reputation are also existent.

Fig. 4. Extended interface of phpBB

The prototype does not use PRIME yet but uses the authentication methods
of phpBB. Therefore the registration process takes place simultaneously in the
phpBB community and the reputation system. The phpBB community could
be used as usual, but the member can call the reputation functions within the
phpBB interface that have been extended for this reason as illustrated in Fig. 4.

Pseudonym change The pseudonym change is implemented in an Java-program
which can be executed on the user’s system without knowledge of the reputation
provider, the community or other members.

6 http://www.phpbb.com/community/viewtopic.php?f=16&t=381862 (last visited
Jan. 09)

7 http://www.zurich.ibm.com/security/idemix/ (last visited Jan. 09)



5 Conclusion

The basis and preconditions to design reputation systems in a multilateral secure
way were introduced. This concept becomes more and more important with the
growing number of applications which need reputation systems.

Our current research concentrates on different forms of interactions systems
and the interoperability arising between them. Here our focus lies on authenti-
cation methods using a PE-IMS like PRIME.

For the future is planned to develop distributed alternatives to the central
reputation providers. This will hopefully allow for individual reputation addi-
tionally to the global reputation in our current system design.
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